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Guidance and Hints for 

Early Career Researchers Attending 

In-Person Conferences

Lessons from attending regional and 

international conferences
Attending a regional or international conference is the dream of every

Early Career Researcher (ECR). A successful research career requires

working with a clear direction, to be leading and contributing to

several ongoing projects, and to become an established and well-

known member of the research community. These are the parts that

as an ECR you can control in order to be successful in your career, and

conferences can help achieve these.
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Attending in-person regional and international conferences gives you

a global overview of how research in your field is evolving and

advancing. The interaction with other research happening all over the

world can help you set up clear research strategies to match the

global demand and stay relevant in your field of study.

At conferences, there are so many opportunities to create networks

with the potential for future collaboration. It is also a great

opportunity to meet up with existing collaborators or project partners

and firm up future engagements. This is a great way to end up

leading and contributing to several projects as well as become an

established and well-known member of the research community.

So, how do you do this?
Here I share my experiences and lessons learnt from attending

regional and international conferences.

OVERVIEWOVERVIEW
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Accessing information about conferences

The first stage is to know what kind of conferences are happening that relate to your

field of study. This would involve subscribing to the conference websites and social

media accounts in order to get notifications on when conferences are happening. In

addition, you need to have a list of topics from your research that you would like to

present in conferences in the next one or two years. Make sure these topics are from

research that is near completion to avoid submitting work in progress that requires a

lot of time investment to prepare which is normally not available due to busy

research work schedules.

Submitting abstracts
Once you get notification on call for abstracts, you look at what topic is relevant to

that conference and do the submission early enough to avoid last minute rush that

can jeopardise the quality of your abstract. I recommend abstract submission one

month before deadline. Most of the abstract submission portals give you access to

edit abstract until the deadline and one month is sufficient to revise your abstract to

the best quality required.
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Abstract acceptance

The most joyful moment is when you get the email notification that your abstract has been accepted. But that is also the

beginning of the tough process of how you will fund your travel. Most of the regional and international conferences

require substantial financial investment. There are costs for registration, travel and accommodation that you need to think

about. Coming from a developing world context, it can be very costly to attend these conferences and most times you

would consider applying for travel grants.
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Applying for travel grants

There are many organisations that are willing to offer travel grants to individuals, groups etc. But how do you know them?

Basic web search and subscribing to websites will provide you information about these opportunities including eligibility

and when they accept applications. It is important to apply as early as possible to provide enough time for the decision to

be made and communicated to you. Most of the travel grants are limited and sometimes will offer to cover specific

conference travel costs, try to apply as many funding opportunities as possible to cover all aspects of your travel costs. For

example, in Kenya, my employer covers visa application expenses and travel insurance for employees to attend

conferences.
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Making travel plans in a manner 

to cut down costs

Limited funding to attend conferences calls for a clear strategy for

travel. There is need to make bookings for everything way in advance to

access fair rates of air-tickets, hotel bookings and even access

conference ‘early registration’ rates. During my planning process for the

15th ICRS symposium, I almost missed the registration window because

funding was not coming through. What I did was I booked my flight 3

months before travel, then I decided to get Airbnb for accommodation

that cut my accommodation cost by 75% and allowed me to spend extra

days in Germany to meet researchers in Germany universities. In

addition, it can be expensive to use your VISA card if you are coming

from a country with a weak currency. It’s better to bring cash money and

hassle it out.
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The main aim of attending in-person conference for early

career is to grow networks by meeting people in a trusted

environment. You have to be strategic with this, scan the

program and take note of the people attending on the

presenters list and identify which people you’d like to see

their talk and meet. You could send an email beforehand

to request meet ups during the conference. Conference

snack breaks are one of the great places to meet, but

these ones are effective for short meet-ups. Another great

place to network is during lunch time, you could make

appointments in advance and allocate lunch breaks to

specific people you’d like to connect with. Try to attend

talks of researchers whose work you are interested in and

ask questions or any form of engagement and you can

follow-up with them during breaks to discuss your mutual

interests further. Also if you have a poster or oral

presentation, invite them to come by and see your work.

How to network effectively
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Another very powerful approach to create

meaningful networks at conferences is through

planning a travel schedule that allows you to stay

extra days. You can use this time to visit labs of

researchers residing near the conference town

and learn from their research. This is a very

powerful approach because you can meet

potential collaborators outside the buzz of the

conference environment, and even those that may

not be attending the conference. You have to

send emails and book appointments before the

conference if you would like to take this plan.

Most conferences organise tours, they can be free

or at a minimal fee. Take advantage of these

opportunities because they provide chance to

explore the country as well as a relaxed

environment to network. During the 15th ICRS

symposium, I joined a science tour to the robotics

research institute which was amazing and got to

network with people outside my research box.
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It can be very intimidating to attend a conference with all

the senior researchers, people you’ve have quoted several

times in your manuscripts with ground breaking research,

coming to your talk. I always used to freak out when my

PhD supervisor would attend my conference talks, the fear

of making mistakes. One time my supervisor told me this

‘you are the master of your research- you developed the

concept, wrote the proposal, collected data and got those

results, no one else knows your presentation better than

yourself’. In case of a very difficult question, answer to

your best knowledge and give space to opinion from

others in the room. In this way, you will enrich your work

with the comments and suggestions that you receive as

feedback. Do not be afraid, you are the one who knows

that presentation better than anyone else in the room, the

others can only boost and enrich it.

How to answer difficult 

questions
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How to make the most 

at a conference and avoid 

feeling totally 

overwhelmed

These international conferences bring in the best in the field

and there are a lot of exciting talks at each and every

moment. This can be very overwhelming. As early careers, we

are very hungry for this information and you may find

yourself wanting to attend every talk at the conference, which

is not even possible. Try to access the timetable before the

conference and make a plan on which talk you would like to

attend and prioritise that. It can be very overwhelming to

listen to every talk. What you could do is note the ones that

are very good but you cannot attend and put them in your

‘to-read’ list. Once the conference is over you can revisit those

abstracts and contact the authors if you need further

information.
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Most of the travel grants we receive as early

career require reports after the conference.

Remember to make your draft notes as you go by

the conference with pictures and other illustration.

Write the report right after the conference, like

one week after traveling back, when your memory

is still fresh to make a good report. Now this is not

as easy as it seems, because we try to move on to

other things immediately, but remember this

feedback will be helpful for the next grant

awardees and you would want to contribute

information to make it better for others too.

Last but not least, remember to keep 
in touch with your networks and 
suggest ideas to work together. 

Post-conference plan


